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the two kinds of experiments used to determine the radius of a nucleus?

spherical shape for nucleus show that the radius of a nucleus with mass

I is R : Ro All3, where Ro is a constant'

charge distribution will be described by the Fermi function of the form

ir(r) = ;;k_-'
symbots have their usual meaning.

is the skin thickness?

the value of the parameter a if the skin thickness is 2'3 fm'

Mg are mirror nuclei. "Al can decay into 2sMg via B*- decay reaction,

a Q-value of 3.26 MeV. Use the following given data to calculate the

Alnucleus.

of hydrogen atom, rn [tHJ = g38'7g MeV/c2

of neutron, nr* = 939.57 MeYlcz,

electron,'nt, : 0,51 I MeV/c2

b energy of a uniform charged sphere of radius R in fm is

s-=1-+=:.+"f,inM.v- s+;i:o F : 5- fi

nucleons in !!fe and ?[!f,r. Show that the nucleons in Fe are more

than the nucleons in U'
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of Fe : 5.2x I 0a MeV/c2 and U = 27.2x1 04 MeV/c2)



(b)Themassofanatomcanbeexpressedonsemi-empiricalmassformulaas

,1,f ,J,z)r: = {,rr*",c: - o'.A -o,.l+ ' Q,i'A)- (t"t- - nr(lri)};: - 4cr'''')Z

-1
= [n- A-- - 4'{-1ar', JZ-

where R,, =15.5 MeV, n- = 0'72 MeV' n- :16'8 MeV and a'-''"

Show that, for small ,4, atomic mass becomes minimum at f - i

= 23 MeV.

(c) Explain why hyperfine splitting is small compared to fine structure splitting'

(d) (i) Draw an energy diagram for all possible fine structures and h

structures of an electron in n = 2 state of the hydrogen atom'

(ii)Whatwillhappentotheabovehyperfinestructuresunderan

magnetic field?

Draw any changes for this situation in the above diagram'

03. Consider a finite 3-dimensional square potential well of width R and depth % to

the relative motion of the neutron and the proton of the deuteron as shown in the dia

V(r):-Vs for 0-<r<R

:0 for R<r

The Schrddinger equation for the relative motion of the

neutron and the Proton is given bY

r.al
| -rt" L * vellu ?) = E u(r),
| Zlt dr' -lL

where the symbols have their usual meanings'

(a)ShowthattherelationshipbetweenRandZ,isgivenbythetranscendental

fffro - 
ul and B is the

energy ofthe deuteron.

v(r)

0
E

-Vo

cotftR = - where k is given bY k =
vo-B'



<< Zs show that the relationship between R and Zo is given by VsR2 = + .

= ffip= m'n'

2.1 fm show that the depth of the potential well Vo is about 35 MeV. You may

hc =197 MeV fm and m:939.6 MeV/c2.

the nuclear shetl-model the ordering of the single particle nuclear energy

i lpsn; lpuz ; ldsrz l2\n ; ldzrz ; lhn ; 2Ptn......

configuration of the protons and neutrons for the nucleus ?1Nu . Hence

nd state spin and parity assignments of the nucleus. In this model the first

can be produced either

ion of the unpaired nucleon into the next higher sub-shell, or

hg unpaired nucleon with another nucleon excited from the next lower sub-

spin and parity for these two types of excited states for the above

model the observable magnetic moment of a nucleon in the state

p=IE,U -r+ig,fp, forT=l+!and

[ ;r;**l , r -l 
"t'=lsrt*r.+i.ls')uN for i =1-t.

configuration and the expected magnetic moment of a2Sczt, if

level with spin and parity 7*.

1 andg":5.5857 and forthe neutron gt =0 and8, :-3.8261.


